**Two-Part MRT Power Unit**

**New Magnum RailTrac® Power Unit Offers Lighter Weight & Better Access to Valves and Motors for Servicing:**

**Overall Weight** – Our new power unit box and battery box arrangement weighs 150 lbs. less than previous single enclosure.

**New Cover Design** – Removable covers provide full access to both power unit and batteries for easier checks and adjustments.

**Accessibility** – Pumps and motors have been repositioned for easy access and adjustment.

**Hydraulic Reservoir** – Clear-view level check is located on hydraulic tank; drain plug on bottom of fluid reservoir allows easy and complete draining of fluid.

**Power Cut-Off** – Master switch is located on the outside of the power unit enclosure.

**Weather Protection** – Weather stripping surrounds each cover to completely seal both the power and battery enclosures; heat shrink wire connections are used throughout.

To learn more about our new MRT power Unit, contact us at 1-800-482-0003 or through our website at [www.anthonyliftgates.com](http://www.anthonyliftgates.com).
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